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Service of Remembrance
Hospice of the Upstate’s Service of Remembrance was a
beautiful evening. Family members joined us in remembering
their loved ones and the gifts we received from them. It was a
wonderful service that allowed us to reconnect with families
and friends of the patients we served. Thank you to Debbie
Schmitz for putting together such a special event, Vonnie Griffin, Nita Ham and Walter Dacus for sharing their gifts, and to all
the staff who took time out of their busy day to attend.
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From the desk of
CEO Pam Melbourne
At the beginning of 2015 the Leadership Team focused on our goals for the coming year. The decision was to
narrow the focus on a few goals rather than many goals. Those goals are:
 Prepare for Growth
 Prepare for Joint Commission
 Increase Employee Engagement.

These goals fall under our pillars of Accountability, Competency and Communication. I wanted to share some
of the things that we have recently implemented to continue our progress toward crossing that Bridge to the
Future.
 Implemented use of the Hospice CAHPS Family Satisfaction Survey required by Medicare. Hospices that










don’t participate in this survey will have a reduction in their reimbursement. We are well ahead of the
required starting date to implement this survey.
We are now utilizing a software program called SHP that will pull information from our electronic medical
record to give us more accurate quality reports that will save time for our QM staff and help us focus on our
goal of education.
Implemented a new on-line learning tool called Relias Learning that will increase employee access to
education and training modules 24/7. Relias has training modules that are specific to Hospice.
The staffing in the QM Department was increased to allow more focus on employee training and education
and reaching JCAHO Accreditation.
Implemented a new Hospice of the Upstate website that includes an employee portal to increase access to
information by employees and the community.
All of our employees now have an e-mail address and information is timelier with less time listening to voice
mail messages.
Installed a new telephone system.
Our Medicare corrective action plan was accepted and we are in the process of implementing the education
required.

Having to discharge our Georgia patients was not something anticipated and resulted in a lower home care
census. However, we are seeing an increase in our Greenville referrals due to that relationship stabilizing with
the Greenville Health System. Out of the 7 hospices that are preferred providers with GHS, our outcome
measures demonstrate the high level of quality that Hospice of the Upstate provides to patients.
Hospice care is changing. Everyday there are challenges before us. Each challenge creates new opportunities.
The new reality is that Hospice will never be like it was when I first started working in Hospice. It is important
to remember that our job is to continue providing the best end of life care in the new reality. Some things may
have changed, but caring for people never changes.
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ABC Awards
This month the Above and Beyond Care Award goes to Melissa Collins, Ashley Pruitt and Heather Hooper for
demonstrating the Face of Hospice of the Upstate.
Melissa Collins demonstrated flexibility, competence and teamwork by agreeing to work in the
Hospice House when they were unable to find coverage. She has been so willing to help in any
situation (house and home). A co-worker states that Melissa takes time to teach and answer
questions. She supports her team mates by helping any way she can and is always friendly and smiling.
Ashley Pruitt demonstrated the Face of Hospice of the Upstate when she was observed picking up
trash that was littering the parking lot. She said “I can’t stand to see this trash out here”. She
demonstrated teamwork and accountability by not waiting for maintenance to do something that she
could take care of herself. Ashley deserves the Above and Beyond Care Award for caring for the
appearance of Hospice of the Upstate.
Heather Hooper demonstrated the Face of Hospice of the Upstate by making the effort to attend an
in-service training on pain management after she worked the night before. She came in to the training
after two hours of sleep. Heather demonstrated a desire to gain competence and accountability
through her actions. Congratulations Heather for earning the Above and Beyond Care Award.

From the QA Desk……
Achieving Patient Satisfaction via the Hospice CAHPS Survey
The goals of the CAHPS survey:
 To produce standardized data using the caregiver’s perspective on quality of

patient care.
 To allow for comparisons between other hospices.
 To improve hospice quality of care through public reporting of survey results.
 To enhance public accountability in health care.

There are 47 questions on the survey that evaluate the following measures: Hospice Team Communication, Getting
Timely Care, Treating Family Member with Respect, Providing Emotional Support, Support for Religious and
Spiritual Beliefs, Getting Help for Symptoms, Information Continuity, Understanding the Side Effects of Pain
Medication, and Getting Hospice Care Training.
Think about ways we can achieve satisfactory results???
LISTEN, always treat the patient and family with respect, remember your body language, respond timely to calls
received, provide emotional and spiritual support to the patient and family, provide education to decrease fears and to
help the family be prepared for the signs and symptoms of death, leave written instructions if needed, ask the patient
and family about any concerns they may have, make sure the patient is kept comfortable, communicate with your
other interdisciplinary team members
Always ask yourself how you would like your family member to be treated and
always remember that you ARE the face of Hospice of the Upstate!
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Stay Up-to-Date in April!
Staff Meeting
March 11
Sadler Center
at 8:00am

Birthdays
4/01– Debbie Staton
4/02– Don Campbell
4/02– Jo Ann White
4/06– Nita Ham
4/10– Betty Campbell
4/17– Melissa Twigg
4/18– Nancy Deal
4/25– Anna Bruce
4/26– Ashley Dyal
4/26– Gwen Freeman
4/29– Carol Menees
4/30– Elizabeth Meister

Faith in Action
April 28
Lyons Conf Room
12:00 PM

Faces ‘Round the Table
March 18
Lyons Conf Room
at 11:30 am
Invitation Only

Anniversaries
One Year
Ashla Anderson
Anna Bruce
Damion Hutchins
Pauline Johnson
Melissa Oglesby

Three Years
Nancy Morgan
Seven Years
Mary Ayers
Twelve Years
Susan Stamey

Please remember that
employees and their spouses
who are receiving health
insurance through Hospice
of the Upstate will need to
complete the annual Health
Risk Assessment and measuring goals. These will be
completed on the following dates:

April 20 - 7 AM- 9 AM in Lyons Conference Room
April 22 - 7 AM- 9 AM in Lyons Conference Room
April 24 - 7 AM- 9 AM in Lyons Conference Room
Please remember not to eat or drink anything but
water at least 12 hours prior to the testing.
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How long have you been volunteering at Hospice of the Upstate?
I believe 4 years!

Volunteer Spotlight

Where are you from?
I’m from Geneva, New York.
Spouse, Kids, Grandkids, Pets?
I’ve been widowed for 10 years. I’m newly married (still a bride!) to Jim Current and
together we have 5 kids and 5 grandchildren. We also have Dixie the cat who is 15.
Jane Current
What was the best vacation you ever went on?
My two honeymoons; 1st in 1963 we went skinning in Vermont and my 2nd in 2014 we stayed at the Grove
Park Inn in NC. Another great vacation was a 2 week stay in Germany visiting my daughter.

What would you do with a million dollars?
I would buy a GRAND summer home for all of my family to gather and a red BMW with cream colored
leather interior. I would also give 10% to the church and help establish a fund for Meal on Wheels and
similar organizations that try to feed the hungry.

Employee Spotlight

How long have you been working at Hospice of the Upstate?
I have been here 11 years– I started as a volunteer and have been on Switchboard the last 3 years. I have also served
as Interim Volunteer Coordinator for Sunny when Dayton was born , worked in the Bereavement Department and
helped with decorations over the years.

What is your favorite thing about working here?
I love helping others and I love the opportunity to give back much of all I've been blessed with.
What were you doing before you started working here?
I was manager of SC Welcome Center on I-85 for 25 years. I also worked in banking prior and
worked in Children’s Home as Adm. Assistant for about 4 years.
Where were you born?
Liberty, SC

Nancy Deal
Switchboard

What do you like to do on your time off?
I have 4 sisters– enjoy shopping & mini vacations with them. I also enjoy attending Christian Conferences with a
couple of friends.

Spouse, Kids, Grandkids, Pets?
I am married to my husband, Elwyn and I have 4 step children and 1 grandson.
What is your favorite meal?
Anything Italian!
What was the best vacation you ever went on?
The two times I went to Hawaii and the two times I went to Israel!
Where would you most like to visit?
Italy!
What would you do with a million dollars?
I would have a ball and I would bless others as well. I am also “mission minded” so I would find many worthy
causes; Hospice being one of them!
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JCAHO Moment
with Rodney Dunagan
Patient Rights
When an organization recognizes and respects patient rights, it is providing an important
aspect of care that has been shown to encourage patients to become more informed and involved in their care.
These empowered patients ask questions and develop better relationships with their caregivers. This
acknowledgement of patient rights also helps patients feel supported by the organization and those people directly
involved in their care, treatment, or services.

Recognizing and respecting patient rights directly affects the provision of care. Care, treatment, or services should
be provided in a way that respects and fosters the patient’s dignity, autonomy, positive self-regard, civil rights, and
involvement in his or her care. Care, treatment, or services should also be carefully planned and provided with
regard to the patient’s personal values, beliefs, and preferences.
However, recognizing and respecting patient rights are only part of the story. Patients also have the obligation to
take on certain responsibilities. The organization defines these responsibilities and then relays them to the patient.
When patients understand and accept their responsibilities, the concept of the patient as a partner in care becomes
a dynamic component of the patient’s episode of care.
JCAHO Requirement:
Standards – RI.01.01.01 – RI.02.01.01

1. The organization respects, protects, and promotes patients’ rights.
2. The organization provides information in a manner tailored to the patients’ age, language, and ability to
understand.
3. The organization involves the patient in making decisions about his/her care.
4. The organization provides education on advanced directives, forgoing or withdrawing life-sustaining
treatment, and withholding resuscitative services, in accordance with Law and Regulation.
In short, a mere list of patient rights cannot by itself guarantee those rights. We must show (via documentation)
our support of patient rights through our interactions with patients and by involving them in decisions about their
care, treatment, or services.

Each of us can relate to the life of a butterfly – our life journey takes us through many different changes and
challenges. When we embrace these changes, what seemed impossible can be transformed into beauty.
Our 7th Annual Butterfly and Dove Release celebrates the lives of our family and friends. Use this unique
opportunity to reserve a Painted Lady Butterfly or White Dove in honor of
someone special. No prior hospice affiliation is necessary to participate.
Join us on Sunday, May 17th at 2:00pm for a mass release of over 400
butterflies in the Hospice Meditation Gardens followed by a flight of
beautiful white doves.
To reserve a butterfly or dove, go online at www.hospiceoftheupstate.com
or see Carol Kreson or Ashla Anderson.
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Easy Ways to Stick to
Healthy Habits
Life these days is crazy-hectic. And when you're stressed and
time-pressed, one of the first things to go out the window is
your weight-loss plan. Who has time to cook healthy food or
make it to the gym when there's just so much to take care of
every day? Take a deep breath, relax, and read these brilliantly
easy ways to stick to your diet.

De-Junk Your Kitchen

Yep, it'll be painful, but go through your cabinets and fridge and trash (or give away) all of
the sugary snacks, processed chips and crackers, frozen treats, and any other junk-food
items. When you're busy and pressed for time, you're more likely to reach for these over any
healthier food in your kitchen, and that derails weight loss.

Put Healthy Food at Eye Level

After you've un-junked your kitchen, stock healthy foods and snacks, and put them right in
your line of sight so you see them—and reach for them—first, suggests Rumsey. Put Greek
yogurt on the eye-level refrigerator rack, and load the first part of your cabinets with
healthy canned soups, instant brown rice, tuna packets, quinoa—low-fat, lower-calorie
foods you can see, grab, and prepare quickly.

Pencil In Your Workouts

Busy people are always putting their appointments in a datebook or on their smartphone
planner—and doing the same for your 7:30 p.m. cardio class can help you stick to your diet
goals. Write in the specifics for an exercise session, then you're more likely to view it as
another important appointment to keep.

Make Big Batches

Carve out a few hours on Sunday afternoon or evening and put together a large healthy
meal in advance that can serve as lunch or dinner through the week. Make a big pot of
brown rice, roast a heaping tray of veggies, make chili in your slow cooker, even roast an
entire chicken. All of these keep well for days in the fridge, and they can be repurposed into
a variety of meals for days in the time it takes to hit the drive thru.

Have Healthy Snacks with You at All Times

Carry good-for-you non-perishables in your purse, or stash them in your office desk drawer
so you're never caught off-guard when your appetite kicks in. These include snacks with a
combination of protein and healthy carbs, such as peanut butter squeeze packs, trail mix,
Greek yogurt, even whole-grain crackers.
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Happenings at
Hospice of the Upstate

Hospice of the Upstate

“Building a bridge to
the future.”
Pillars of Focus
During our March Staff meeting we had
the pleasure of hearing from Jerry
Chapman, Director of Business
Development at the Carolina Center for
Behavioral Health. Jerry’s session taught
us new ways to transform our patients and
their families experience at
Hospice of the Upstate.
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Accountability
Competency
Communication

WE are the FACES of
Hospice of the Upstate!
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